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47 comments

A lesson learned early in law school: When addressing an issue, try to determine the facts
before reaching conclusions.

Submit A Letter
Express your opinion! Fill out this form to
submit a Letter to the Editor.

Note the following facts:

Submit letter

1. The U.S. is the only industrialized nation that does not have universal healthcare.
2. As a percentage of Gross Domestic Product, the U.S. spends about 13 percent on
healthcare; the next nine countries average less than 9 percent. Annually the U.S. spends
$4,600 per person on healthcare. The next nine countries average $2,200.
3. Life expectancy in the U.S. is the lowest of the G-7 industrialized nations.
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4. Universal healthcare is not an issue in the other industrialized countries.
If the U.S. adopted universal healthcare, its citizens would be healthier and live longer at
significantly lower cost. I have been a participant in Medicare for more than 20 years and
have found it to be a remarkably efficient and effective healthcare and wellness system for
those over 65.
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Too bad it isn’t available to all U.S. citizens.
Letters to the editor are encouraged. Send letters to letters@tulsaworld.com.
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Gordon Deitrich posted at 2:25 pm on Fri, Mar 31, 2017.

Medical costs:
Posts: 213

Asthma inhaler
USA..... $60.00
Cuba....$00.05

Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Dale Hartz posted at 12:07 pm on Fri, Mar 31, 2017.

Posts: 4107

We may be closer to 'Universal Healthcare-Single Payer healthcare than
you might think. Charles Krauthammer's article in the Washington Post on
Thursday entitled
"The Road to Single-Payer Healthcare".
It may be printed in the Tulsa World on Saturday or Sunday.
His point is that both sides must give up on their strong held points to get
to a satisfactory system.
It's possible in the future and we could make sevearl steps toward the goal
now.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Ronnie Wilson posted at 11:44 am on Fri, Mar 31, 2017.

Posts: 2732

Excellent letter.
But you are speaking to an uneducated, mostly retardpublican populace
here in Oklahoma.
You should get your letter in front of leadership who would care: our
feckless retardpublican leadership has no idea what you are talking
about.....they seem to have their heads firmly planted up women's private
parts and can't see the light of day.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Lonnie Lamb posted at 8:28 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 23973

The first thing that needs to be done is a full repeal of Obamacare.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Glen Glenn posted at 8:02 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 377

i think people are missing a big point. yes medicare is good but VA (also
government healthcare) is not. and medicare is froth with cheats and
billing abuses. if done right single payer could work but who is going to
run it (bureaucrats?), how will it be paid for, where will the doctors come
from, who will make decisions on high risk, experimental or high cost care
(doctors or politicians?), or who gets what, when and at what age? doesn't
matter though, in this divided country who would ever agree to it, those
idiots can't agree on anything and don't want to for the sake of politics.
once again common sense is meaningless.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Lonnie Lamb posted at 1:15 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Someone has to pay for it. People pay for medicare when they work.
Posts: 23973

People who never work pay nothing.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Dean Jenkins posted at 12:37 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 2593

We could have universal healthcare in this country if it was a national
priority. However, too many people make fortunes from those who are
sick. Excessive profits mixed with a splash of racism keep up indebted to
health care cartels.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Bert McGee posted at 2:35 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 643

The truth is that the profit made is made off people who pay premiums
and don't use the insurance, people like me. Someone who spends 100k
on an Illness, only personally pay a fraction of the bill. Sick people are
not profit makers Dean
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

James Young posted at 5:24 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 9119

Health is not a profit opportunity. We need to remove profit from
healthcare and from health insurance. Read and heed the author's
facts. What are we Americans thinking? Or do we tell the profiteers
to butt out of issues that are human rights issues?
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Gordon Mills posted at 6:30 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts:
12959

JaY, blah blah. Doctors shouldn't make a profit off of their
practice, nurses should not make a profit off their developed
knowledge and dedicated care, hospitals should not make a profit
off of being there when you need them with high tech lifesaving
equipment, drug makers should not make a profit from
developing and selling products that save live and/or make them
pain free or stop the development of more serious conditions? I
have no interest in your world of health care.
Log In to report.

Link

Lonnie Lamb posted at 6:35 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts:
23973

James, Health care, just like education, is not the job of the Federal
Government in any form. Just read the Constitution or any study
on the powers enumerated in the Constitution.
Log In to report.

Link

Dale Hartz posted at 6:59 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

James, the LW fact are wrong on more the cost facts.
Posts: 4107

The annual cost of healthcare in the USA is $3.4-3.8 trillion. The
cost per person is between $10,400 - $11,000 each. The total cost is
almost 20% of our GDP. In Medicare, he and most of the others
pay only 13% of the average cost of healthcare. Working people
and the government subsidize Medicare costs.
The government has not released accurate numbers for 2016 and
2016. They have released the numbers for Medicare as I show
below.
You continue to harp about insurance profits so please, tell us
what is the amount. I say the insurance profits are trivial to the
healthcare problem.
I'm not opposed to universal healthcare , but we must find a
mechanism to cover the enormous cost. Many countries that have
universal healthcare have a blend of public, private contributions
and some form of insurance to cover the cost.
You can google the subject and get a lot of information that you
can use to form a method of paying the bill.
Log In to report.

Link

James Young posted at 8:33 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

OK, let me rephrase that.
Posts: 9119

Doctors, nurses, diagnostic technicians, and other medical staff
who provide legitimate services and earn fees or salaries for those
services are not “profiteers.” Other persons or entities who
provide medical devices or services – imaging equipment,
implanted devices, laboratory services, etc – are not “profiteers.”
Certain entities providing certain services – for-profit hospitals
such as Hospital Corporation of America (see Sen. Bill Frist, R-TN)
and Big Pharma – must be watched for gouging, overcharging or
other malfeasance. See story below.
Legitimate profit from pharmaceuticals is fine with even the most
socialist person but everybody hates gouging. Consider Daraprim,
whose price went from $13.50 to $750.00 per tablet in 2015 or the
notorious Epi Pen that went from $56.64 to $317.82; adding insult
to injury, the Epi Pen – medicine and delivery device -- was
developed by US government-funded research. You’ve already
paid for it!
The main differential between medical services/products and
insurance is that medical services/products actually benefit
people, while insurance does not provide medical
services/products. Other developed nations do not use insurance
except in rare instances, if at all. Insurance is mitigation of risk but
healthcare is a certainty, not a risky event that may or may not
occur,
The points of which we must be very aware are (1) not even
socialists oppose profits earned by legitimate products, fairly
priced (2) we must distinguish between profit and profiteering.
True story about a lady in Palm Springs area who nearly fainted at
the Agua Caliente Casino (Bob Hope Drive at I-10 in Rancho
Mirage). She was taken, against her will, to the Eisenhower
Medical Center in Rancho Mirage, where she was overclassified as
a Level 1 trauma. (JFK would have been a level 1 trauma.) She had
an IV PICC line inserted but never was hooked up to any fluids or
meds. The hospital charged her for sterile saline (salt water) at
(IIRC) $1,800 as well as Level 1 care, neither of which she received.
Total billing was (IIRC) just over $5,000. Over-classification and
overcharging for services never rendered. That’s gouging.
Log In to report.

Link

Dale Hartz posted at 9:52 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 4107

James, you didn't google some of the countries that have universal
healthcare.
As a matter of fact they employ private doctors, hospital, and
other health providers in addition to public facilities. They are not
all direct employees of the government. I suggest you read what I
recommended to see what some other successful countries have
done.
I don't believe a purely public health system and providers would
be successful. Just look at the VA system for a reference.
There is nothing wrong with monitoring and controlling some of
the costs as most insurance companies already do.
A blend of private and public healthcare services wold probably
be a better course to follow.
Medicare farms out the control and clerical work on a bid basis
and I believe they do a very good job.
The hospitals in our area have continually upgraded and
expanded their equipment and facilities, so we have some of the
finest care available. Do you really believe the government-owned
hospitals would do it that way? I doubt it.
Your socialistic ideas just won't work very well in a free economy.
Log In to report.

Link

James Young posted at 10:24 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 9119

{As a matter of fact they employ private doctors, hospital, and
other health providers in addition to public facilities. They are not
all direct employees of the government.}
I am not aware of any poster here or any serious analyst of the
issue of healthcare provision who has made the assertion that
doctors, nurses, hospitals and other services should be
government-owned or employed. Certainly health professionals
in Canada, France, Great Britain and Norway – probably others as
well – are not government employees.
{I don't believe a purely public health system and providers
would be successful. Just look at the VA system for a reference.}
The VA System actually works very well to provide medical
services to a very disadvantaged and damaged group. We should
be providing the very best services to that group because we
contracted with them to do. They did their part, now we need to
step up and do ours.
{There is nothing wrong with monitoring and controlling some of
the costs as most insurance companies already do.}
Monitoring and controlling, yes. Protecting profits by denying
services? Not in any reasonable world.
{A blend of private and public healthcare services wold probably
be a better course to follow.}
OK, we can agree with that.
{The hospitals in our area have continually upgraded and
expanded their equipment and facilities, so we have some of the
finest care available. Do you really believe the government-owned
hospitals would do it that way? I doubt it.}
The issue is not about ownership but who bears the cost. I suggest
that we as a society must bear the cost commonly through
taxation – transferring what is now being paid to health insurers
as premiums to government as taxes – because we all benefit from
a healthy and productive workforce.
{Your socialistic ideas just won't work very well in a free
economy.}
Irrespective of how socialist, those ideas already work in every
economically advanced nation on Earth except the USA.
(Now, I'm off to bed because, oddly enough, I will spend all day
at the hospital tomorrow, just visiting and talking to as many of
the staff as I can. Good to talk to you, Dale, again one of our more
rational conservatives.)
Log In to report.

Link

James Young posted at 10:02 am on Fri, Mar 31, 2017.

Posts: 9119

{Just read the Constitution or any study on the powers
enumerated in the Constitution.}
Do you mean like the Congress establishing laws mandating its
role to provide for the general welfare?
Log In to report.

Link

Lonnie Lamb posted at 2:25 pm on Fri, Mar 31, 2017.

James, Nice try but no. I mean the actual powers enumerated in
Posts:
23973

the Constitution. The preamble does not do that.
Log In to report.

Link

Dale Hartz posted at 11:17 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 4107

This data is from the Government agencies; Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (cms.gov), and Health and Human Services (hhs.gov).
Total healthcare spending is in excess of $10,000 per person per year or an
estimated $3.6 trillion in 2016.
The 2016 Medicare Trustees report shows that seniors expense was $11,776
per person.
The total portion of national health expenditures is almost 20% of GDP.
To compare with total income taxes collected bly the US Government is
$3.64 trillion in 2016.
So all we have to do is double income taxes paid by individuals and
corporations.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Dana Asher posted at 10:19 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 7623

as long as republicans keep pushing their anti-people agenda..very little
will change..
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Jerry Kintner posted at 9:48 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 857

How do we pay for it? A 15% -25% payroll tax? Right now an employee
pays 6.5% just for Social Security with an equal match from the employer;
the program is headed for insolvency.Medicare payroll tax is much lower
but addresses health care for 65 and up, only.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Cindy Keith posted at 10:08 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Raise the cap?
Posts:
12277

Dale Hartz posted at 12:02 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 4107

Cindy, how much would that bring in? I agree but the additional
taxes are needed to reduce the budget deficit.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Cindy Keith posted at 10:18 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Just to be clear.... I mean the cap on income regarding social security
wages.

Posts:
12277

But for those people who wish to enroll in Medicare before age 65 the
rate of tax for them could be adjusted based on income.
I'm not an expert and I've not spent a lot of time studying exact
numbers. But if enough idea persons could sit down with enough
numbers persons and hash it out.... and keep politics out of it... I think
several solutions might emerge.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Gordon Mills posted at 9:11 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Why are millions of people from around the world fleeing from countries
with universal healthcare to invade this country? Universal healthcare is a
catchphrase with no specific details regarding how it would be
implemented and operate.

Posts: 12959

Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Mona Lowe posted at 10:03 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 2461

Who exactly is 'fleeing' from universal healthcare? Please site your
source.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Gordon Mills posted at 10:11 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts:
12959

1. The U.S. is the only industrialized nation that does not have
universal healthcare.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Jan Kowalski posted at 11:38 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 3804

You didn't answer the question, Gordo. You made a claim and
now you can't back it up.
Log In to report.

Link

Gordon Mills posted at 2:32 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts:
12959

Jan, put your thinking cap on. If all civilized countries have UH
and their citizens criminally invade this country they are fleeing
from UH.
Log In to report.

Link

James Young posted at 5:28 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 9119

{If all civilized countries have UH and their citizens criminally
invade this country they are fleeing from UH.}
Not even close to true, Gordon. Geez, I'm stunned at the logical
construction of that one.
Log In to report.

Link

Cindy Keith posted at 8:36 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 12277

I just wish it was an option for anyone under 65 with contribution or
premium to be decided based on income, etc.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Curtis Payne posted at 8:21 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 918

Barbara Tuckman I believe coined the term Wooden Headedness. She
defined wooden headedness as a source of self-deception. It consists in
assessing a situation in terms of preconceived, fixed notions while ignoring
or rejecting any contrary signs. It is acting according to wish while not
allowing oneself to be deflected by the facts.
She went on to explain: When desire disagrees with the judgement of
reason, there is a disease of the soul. And when the soul is opposed to
knowledge or opinion or reason which are her natural laws, that I call folly.
I highly recommend her book, "The March of Folly" .
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Daniel Creel posted at 8:19 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 1393

Very concise and accurate appraisal of our deification of Insurance and
doctors over implementing universal healthcare. Combined with today's
article on genetic testing and prediction of diseases, there is absolutely no
reason to delay the implementation of healthcare for every citizen from
conception to grave other than the profit motive of runaway capitalism.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Dale Hartz posted at 12:16 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 4107

Daniel, read my post above. The lW missed the healthcare costs by twothirds.
The insurance companies are a teenie weenie part of the total healthcare
costs.
As suggested by Cindy above, part of the healthcare cost can e offset by
working people paying according to their income. The same must hold
true for senior on Medicare, and those on Medicaid.
So, the question is how much of the fast rising healthcare costs($4.0
trillion in 2020) can be collected directly from those people able to pay,
and how much would be required for the government to pay into the
system?
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Jan Kowalski posted at 7:35 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 3804

Adopting or at least moving toward universal healthcare is the right thing
to do.
Unfortunately, Republicans have other plans...
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Johnny (Deplorable) Metcalf posted at 8:10 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Jan, why don't all you liberals sign up on Obamacare, then get back to
Posts: 4803

us on how well it's working for you.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Mona Lowe posted at 8:29 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 2461

newsflash! Those of us with health insurance are all on some form of
"obamacare"....because the ACA got rid of plans that do nothing but
generate profits for healthcare insurers. No longer can a policy be
sold that "just covers" a few random illnesses or injuries. No longer
does someone have to worry that their plan will not cover all their
illnesses or injuries. Even employer paid plans have to meet certain
standards. Those buying individual policies need not worry they
have a preexisting condition or a condition that renders their
insurance unaffordable when 'rated' or 'underwritten' by the
company.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Dave McGee posted at 11:14 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 3925

For crying out loud, deplorable: even at this late date you still don't
know how the ACA works?
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Bert McGee posted at 2:43 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

It doesn't work McGee
Posts: 643

Not even for moochers
Log In to report.

Link

David Hamilton posted at 7:21 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 2147

At least lower the qualifying age for Medicare to 62 to match the qualifying
age for social security. It is a win-win situation. It would likely create more
opportunity for jobs that the young recently graduated students could
pursue.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Cindy Keith posted at 10:25 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts:
12277

....Your comment caused me to also consider couples who are not the
same age! Wouldn't it be a good thing to offer the spouse of an eligible
Medicare recipient the option of Medicare coverage even though the
spouse is not eligible? Lots of eligible retirees might make the retirement
leap if their spouse could purchase Medicare coverage at a much lower
rate than private insurance coverage for those gap years.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Link

Reply

David Hamilton posted at 11:22 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

I like that idea.
Posts: 2147

Rebecka Shaw posted at 6:44 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Clear, concise and logical....excellent comment.
Posts: 775

Log In to report.

John Swofford posted at 6:39 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

With a third of the nation believing fervently that our new president is
doing a great job, implementing any kind of change toward moving to a
more socialistic healthcare system is going to be impossible.

Posts: 12717

You can't expect logical reasoning to get through to those who's minds are
already closed.
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Johnny (Deplorable) Metcalf posted at 8:09 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 4803

As much as you liberals hate it, jobs and prosperity are coming back to
America Swoofy, from that standpoint Trump is doing a fantastic job.
Healthcare is not priority one any longer, but it will be when
Obamacare implodes. Trump is MAGA!!!!
Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Dave McGee posted at 11:16 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Posts: 3925

Jobs and prosperity returned to the US thanks to the previous
administration.
Great job, President Obama!

Log In to report.

Link

Reply

Johnny (Deplorable) Metcalf posted at 12:09 pm on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Drudge, what Obama executive orders, new laws, and economic
policies helped to create jobs and stimulate the economy, please
clue me in. For the life of me I can't think of anything the lying
Kenyan did to create jobs, the man was an economic slug at best.

Posts: 4803

Log In to report.

Link

Marsha shilman posted at 11:29 am on Thu, Mar 30, 2017.

Only thing imploding is Putin's puppet regime
Posts: 3585

Log In to report.

Link

Reply
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